The goal of this document is to provide businesses with easy steps they can take today to better prepare for the challenges faced in a pandemic event. This is not intended to be viewed as a tool with which to complete comprehensive business continuity planning. This is intended to address key areas that are the most helpful in quickly preparing a business to deal with the unique challenges a pandemic event presents. A basic introduction to business continuity planning is provided to give businesses a better sense of the context in which the pandemic planning activities fit. Upon completing the steps in this guide, businesses are encouraged to continue planning efforts.

This guide is intended to be used in addition to and in conjunction with existing workplace safety guidelines and is not intended to supplant other resources. It was purposefully developed for broad application so that businesses of different types and sizes could utilize it. Toward that end, this document seeks to instill the key steps that each business should take without delineating the universe of possible activities within each step. Each business’s planning efforts should be reflective of the issues most pertinent to that business and be cognizant of the business culture in which it will be operationalized.

The resources at the end of this document provides web page addresses for resources that will assist businesses in their education and planning efforts in relation to a pandemic event and general business continuity planning, as well as some sample templates.
**WHAT IS A PANDEMIC?**

A pandemic is a global outbreak of a new virus that is very different from current and recently circulating human seasonal influenza. Pandemics happen when new (novel) viruses emerge which are able to infect people easily and spread from person to person in an efficient and sustained way.

Because the virus is new to humans, very few people will have immunity against the pandemic virus, and a vaccine might not be widely available. The new virus will make a lot of people sick. How sick people get will depend on the characteristics of the virus, whether or not people have any immunity to that virus, and the health and age of the person being infected. With seasonal flu, for example, certain chronic health conditions are known to make those people more susceptible to serious flu infections.

The risk factors associated with seasonal flu can be found at: [Are You at Higher Risk for Severe Illness?](#)
INTRODUCTION

Business continuity planning (BCP) typically follows these general planning steps:

Create a business continuity team
The business continuity team should be comprised of those members of the business whose expertise is necessary to plan comprehensively. Typically, this means including representatives from different areas in your business that are key to maintaining operations. As an example, your team may include representatives from human resources, facilities, administration, operations, IT, safety and security.

Scope & assumptions
Prior to beginning the planning effort, the scope and assumptions must be delineated. The scope addresses the extent of the planning (e.g., will all sites be included, will all operational levels be included, will all-hazards be included, etc.) and the assumptions address the premises the plan will be built upon (e.g., electricity will be available, facility will be available, employees will be able to make it in to work, etc.).

Assess current plans, policies & protocols
Most businesses have some basic plans, policies and protocols in place to deal with emergencies or events that may occur and disrupt business. Additionally, businesses also have a series of government safety standards that may also apply to their operations. These items need to be reviewed and evaluated by the planning team to determine the extent to which they are congruent (or conversely incongruent) with the other items under review; outdated; and, useful to the current planning effort.

Some of the items businesses may include in this review include employee training manuals; OSHA or other health/safety standards that your business must comply with; employment handbooks; policies relating to computer use and security; data backup procedures; evacuation procedures (e.g., written procedures and marking of evacuation routes); basic safety documents; human resource procedures related to sick leave, training and employee disciplinary actions; specialized training materials and procedural instructions for large or dangerous equipment; and, local, state and federal ordinances pertinent to day-to-day operations and risk management planning items.

Review insurance
Existing insurance policies should be reviewed to ensure that current coverage is adequate and not duplicative. Insurance companies should also be contacted to ascertain whether discounts are available for those businesses with continuity of operations plans. All insurance policy information (e.g., policy limits, renewal dates, and agent contact name and number) should be compiled and included in the plan and in an easily accessible off-site location.

Collect basic information on employees, customers, creditors and vendors
Basic information on employees, customers, creditors and vendors must be gathered and centrally located in the planning document and at an easily accessible off-site location. The type of information collected about employees should contain at least basic contact information (in-office and at home telephone and email) and an emergency contact person (with a telephone number and the relationship to the employee indicated).

Customer, creditor and vendor information may be sensitive and closely held information within your business and should be collected and handled with that in mind. In compiling this information relevant account numbers, sales representatives, and any other specific information that would be necessary to have during an event should be listed. In addition, alternate vendors should also be listed on the vendor list in the event that the primary vendor is unable to meet the business’s needs during an event.

Identify and detail critical functions (resources, equipment)
Critical functions are identified and detailed to allow the business to better prepare for an interruption of operations. In chronicling the detailed steps involved in performing each function as well as the resources and equipment necessary to the function’s performance, the business can take necessary migratory steps to protect the function, invest in training additional personnel to perform the function, and make the necessary preparations to
Risk assessment
The goal of a risk assessment is to better understand the risks that face the business. Risks are assessed based on probability, frequency, general impact (physical, financial, emotional, operational, etc.) and ability to recover. Risk assessment tools can vary from business to business based on the nature of the product or services provided. The risk assessment is foundational to later decisions regarding resource allocation, mitigation activities, training and exercising. A poorly done risk assessment leads to a poorly prepared business. All potential hazards/events should be assessed. A sample risk assessment tool is included in this document.

Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
A BIA is the process by which you analyze your critical functions’ vulnerabilities in light of your risks. The BIA is helpful in evaluating the depth of functions’ vulnerability and in evaluating areas where mitigation will be valuable. It is also helpful in establishing function recovery strategies and timelines. While some functions may be vulnerable across multiple hazards or events, others may be uniquely vulnerable in only one type of hazard or event. Understanding the relative vulnerability of functions allows businesses to better allocate limited resources. A sample Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is included in the guide’s resource center.

Function recovery strategy & timeline
Upon completion of the BIA the business is able to discuss the operation are versed in performing the function. In identifying and detailing critical functions businesses are able to verify the way one would when training a new trainee; 3) list all the personnel presently trained to perform the function (i.e., step-by-step if possible so that the function can be duplicated by someone who does not do it everyday - it is helpful to think the way one would when training a new trainee); 4) list all the personnel presently trained to perform the function.

Mitigation - assess, prioritize & implement
In the process of discovering critical functions’ vulnerabilities, there is an opportunity to identify possible mitigation activities that will either reduce the hazard or event impact or completely remove people, property and the business’s overall well-being from harm’s way. Potential mitigation activities should be assessed, prioritized (by cost, criticality or both), and implemented. Many mitigation activities can be completed at no cost or at a relatively low cost. Examples of no cost and low-cost activities include moving computer equipment to higher ground (or higher floors in the facility); off-site data storage; securing heavy objects; cross-training employees; elevating inventory; changing vendors or locating backup vendors; and, changing the resources or process in critical functions.

The ability to remove the potential for a negative outcome is a powerful proactive step; however, these types of expenditures can be difficult to support in a “what if” framework. This is where a strong risk assessment and BIA can be illustrative and supportive of the need. It is also helpful to remember that mitigatory steps are very effective in reducing the business’s potential liability in an event.

Plan compilation
All the documents, lists and other items can now be compiled into “the plan”. The plan should be stored in both a hard copy and electronic format, should be available both on and off-site, should be easily accessible and user friendly. It will be frequently modified (particularly over the first few years) and updated and as such should not be viewed as “completed”. Ideally, planning is a process that is never “completed”; it is just more finely tuned as it progresses.

Training & exercise schedule
After the plan is compiled, a training and exercise schedule should be developed to map out the training necessary to implement the plan and the exercises required to test the effectiveness of the plan. Ideally, the training and exercise schedule will cover a 24 to 36 month period and include flexibility to address areas that emerge in exercises as being in need of additional training. Training and exercises should also include evaluative measures to ensure that they accomplish the goal they set out to and if not, to allow for changes in future trainings and exercises. Also, after action reports should be completed as a part of each exercise and any errors or omissions in the plan or training needs that become apparent during the exercise should be noted as requiring further attention.

Communicate, train and exercise the plan
A plan that is effective in implementation is a plan that has been thoroughly communicated, trained and exercised. The best plans only start on paper with a goal of integrating the actions and expectations into the business’s knowledge base and culture. This is accomplished by integrating the material across the business’s operational policies and protocols, conducting regular training and practicing what the plan will look like in action (exercising the plan). In a crisis, employees will first revert to their training and existing knowledge base. For this reason businesses that prepare employees find that their employees are less panicked, more assured, and more capable in a crisis.

Plan maintenance/updating
Plans must be maintained and regularly updated. Planning is a process that continues to evolve and as such so must “the plan”. A systematic review of the plan should occur every one or two years and updating (as it relates to changes in personnel, suppliers, etc.) should be ongoing (at least quarterly). All plan documents should have an update date in the footer and each update should be inserted into every existing copy of the plan. When multiple hard copies are circulated this updating may be more difficult. A schedule and procedure for maintenance and updates should be established upon the first compilation of the plan to ensure that the plan will remain viable and useful.

Identify and Detail Critical functions
Not all the functions within a business are critical to its day-to-day operations. Prior to beginning any planning efforts, businesses must identify the critical functions that are necessary to continue operations during an emergency event. This entails the following process: 1) Identify the function; 2) detail what is involved in the function (i.e., step-by-step if possible so that the function can be duplicated by someone who does not do it everyday - it is helpful to think the way one would when training a new trainee); 3) identify the resources necessary to perform that function (e.g., hardware, software, supplies, personnel, physical space, etc.); and 4) list all the personnel presently trained to perform the function.

In identifying and detailing critical functions businesses are typically shocked to learn how contained the knowledge base can be for any given function. Typically, upon examining the depth of a critical function it is learned that only two or three individuals in the operation are versed in performing the function.
If your administrative assistant is the only one who does payroll and the function has not been detailed, your business is one person away from not being able to perform that function. If the function has been detailed at least someone else can step into the role and work through the steps. If in addition to the detailing another employee (or two) is trained on how to perform the function, the business now has dramatically decreased its odds of losing the function based on absenteeism.

A sample information collection sheet is provided in the guide’s resource center. This sheet provides a format for collecting the function information necessary to inform planning efforts. Ideally, this information should be collected electronically for ease of use and storage as well as printed and retained both on and off-site. An additional benefit of collecting this information is its value in reviewing positions and restructuring job duties. Too often businesses lose touch with the process and resources involved in critical functions. This planning step allows for a systems analysis overview of critical functions that can be helpful in streamlining operations, informing purchasing decisions and assessing mitigation options.

Once the functions have been identified and detailed, each department head can list the functions from most to least important and identify those functions that need greater employee depth. At this time functions can also be reviewed and grouped based on whether their performance is workplace specific or can be performed off-site. This grouping will be valuable in shaping operations they can put on the back burner in order to maintain a business’s continued operations.

Identify Vulnerabilities and Challenges

After the critical functions have been identified and detailed, the business can identify its vulnerabilities based on the hazards it faces. In this guide the focus is on a pandemic event, but the same method used in reviewing vulnerabilities in this type of event can be used for other hazard events as well. For the purpose of bringing businesses up to speed quickly, this step addresses underlying assumptions that apply to a pandemic event and the vulnerabilities and challenges that may emerge.

In a pandemic event the vulnerability analysis must be premised (at a minimum) on the following broad assumptions which translate into vulnerabilities for businesses:

1) There will be an absenteeism rate of 15-40% for an extended period of time;
2) Employees may have childcare and sick care responsibilities that increase the absenteeism rate;
3) Customers may need more or less of your product/service based on what it is;
4) Current sales and delivery methods may be interrupted or unavailable;
5) The spread of illness will be a primary concern for businesses;
6) Vendors will struggle with similar issues as those above;
7) Basic services (e.g., government services such as trash, street-cleaning, etc.) may be dramatically impacted or interrupted indefinitely; and,
8) Employees will be under extreme emotional distress based on fear of infection, illness and possible death of family and friends and economic distress.

Some of the vulnerabilities and challenges that businesses will face in this type of event are detailed below. Depending on the product or service a business supplies additional vulnerability may emerge. It is important to think about the impact the above assumptions will have on your business. The list provided below is to help begin the conversation in your business and is not intended to encompass all the vulnerabilities and challenges that may emerge during a pandemic event.

Workforce reduction challenges

Absenteeism will create challenges in meeting customers’ needs, performing critical functions and producing products and services. Many businesses are hard-pressed to endure for even a short period of time with an absenteeism rate of 10% or less. To address this vulnerability, businesses must examine what parts of their operations they can put on the back burner in order to maintain critical functions. Additionally, efforts to reduce infection and disease spread, cross-training and allowing some functions to be performed off-site are helpful in dealing with this challenge.

Critical function interruptions

In addition to absenteeism, critical functions are vulnerable to interruptions based on a myriad of other challenges that may occur during a pandemic event; such challenges may include: shortages of necessary resources or supplies because of other businesses’ vulnerability, government mandated rationing or closures; transportation restrictions; and, interruption of key utilities and government functions.

Business product/service utilization

Based on the product or service a business provides a pandemic event could result in either reduced or increased business; both possibilities have unique challenges. With reduced business, the focus will be more on sustaining the business through this slow period. The impact on the business’s revenue may impact the business’s ability to continue paying employees, particularly those that are home sick or providing care for someone else.

With increased business, the challenge is being prepared enough to handle it and to think through the possible glitches that may affect your ability to produce and deliver your product or service. Most businesses can fairly assess whether the need for their products or services will decrease or increase during a pandemic event. Some businesses recognizing a potential decrease may be able to rethink their product lines and services to make them more viable in a pandemic event.

It is important to remember that your business’s ability to maintain operations and perform under the pressure of a pandemic event will have an impact on your business’s reputation – for better or worse. Even if a business survives a pandemic event economically, a blow to a business’s reputation can be just as deadly in the long run and this consideration should be factored into the planning effort.

Travel and transportation

Businesses that focus on direct sales and deliveries will need to assess the viability of that approach in a pandemic event and the best way to conduct business safely. Conversely, businesses that focus on storefront sales may need to look at delivery to door options. The ways in which businesses serve customers may be dramatically altered and each business should consider viable alternatives to its current mode of operation. Preparing for these alternatives may require activities such as modification of current policies and procedures, additional employee training, additional health precautions and assurances to customers.

In a worst-case scenario transportation corridor could be closed or travel greatly restricted. Current delivery transportation options that the vast majority of businesses rely on will be likewise challenged with absenteeism and other issues that arise out of the pandemic event which will impact the availability and viability of timely delivery options.
Communication
It is expected that in a pandemic event communication method such as the telephone and internet will experience a dramatic increase in usage. The availability of these communication methods is an assumption that most businesses build their continuity plans around. Advance planning regarding communication with employees, customers and vendors may be the difference between a business that survives the pandemic and one that does not. Communication protocols should be established in advance of an event and shared with employees, customers and vendors (see step 4 in this guide for more information on communication protocols).

Parts and supplies
Many businesses have moved to a just-in-time inventory approach which results in a smaller inventory stockpile. Getting additional inventory timely in a pandemic event may be problematic. At the least, businesses should plan on doubling their wait time between order and delivery and as much as is practicable should build in a back supply that would cover 30 days of operations. This does not just apply to product or service specific supplies but also general supplies the business uses such as office, printer, restroom, cleaning and first aid supplies. Making a quick trip to the store may not be an option and even if it is, store supplies may be dramatically impacted by reduced product production and delivery delays. Businesses that rely on machinery as part of a critical function should be prepared for the most common repairs by having on hand the necessary parts and supplies. Also important is to have a backup supply of things such as light bulbs, batteries and other day-to-day items that have an indefinite operating life. Additionally, note that given reduced production and supply there may be rationing of some items by both private sector businesses and the government. Businesses should check with vendors now and seek memorandums of understanding that memorialize that the vendor will be able to supply the business’s needs in a pandemic event. Businesses should also identify and build relationships with alternate vendors who may be able to supply them if the primary vendor is unable to meet the agreement.

The location of vendors may matter in such an event. Businesses should have access to both in-state and out-of-state vendors if possible. For each item a business must have for a critical function there should be a vendor depth of at least three. If that depth cannot be accomplished a greater back supply is recommended.

When a business relies solely on one vendor for a key item, the business is vulnerable to the vendor’s failure. That level of dependency on another business is risky and planning discussions should address how to best deal with the level of vulnerability it creates for the business.

Outside services
Many businesses utilize outside services for janitorial, catering, dry cleaning, plant care, etc. Businesses must decide if these services will continue during a pandemic event; and if so, under what framework. Some services, such as janitorial services may find a higher demand for their services based on the need for more frequent cleaning of repeatedly touched surfaces. Businesses that anticipate a need for additional services from an outside service provider in a pandemic event should develop a memorandum of understanding now to ensure that the business’s needs are met.

Policy issues: absence, health care and insurance, compensation
All businesses should review their policies that address absence, extended absence, health care and insurance, and compensation. Buffers within the business’ system for leave should be examined to allow for employee absence to be paid without unduly burdening the business. This may mean allowing employees to utilize paid leave such as personal or vacation days when they are out sick and have already used all their sick leave. It also may mean allowing for unpaid absence when all the other paid leave options are extended (the Family Medical Leave Act may provide some support for this). The business must decide if it will subsidize or pay entirely for flu shots; whether such shots will be mandatory to continue working at the site; whether employees who have infected family members will be allowed to come to the workplace; and, whether mandatory healthy behavior protocols will be put in place.

Questions about the continuation of health insurance during a pandemic should be discussed. Businesses must decide whether health insurance will continue to be paid for an employee who has an extended absence or dies. Even if a business is committed to continuing the coverage for the family, insurance providers should be consulted to confirm that family coverage can continue in the event of the death of the primary insured party.

The most difficult issue for businesses lies in compensation. Whether employees will be paid when absent and at what rate has been an issue that has been discussed for years. Businesses must think pragmatically about what is feasible in a pandemic event where revenues may be down, and the business may need to close for extended periods of time.

Workforce re-entry
Businesses should create a policy and clear procedures on how workforce re-entry will be handled after an absence. Businesses should address when employees will be allowed to return to work and the parameters that will be set on “wellness” (i.e., no current temperature, 24 hours without a temperature after a flu episode, limited coughing, limited interaction with infected individuals, etc.).

Other considerations such as dealing with employees’ re-adjustment to the workplace after the possible loss of close family members, friends and colleagues must be addressed. Businesses should discuss whether employees’ mental health status will be measured and attended to, as well as whether there will be mandatory leave for those employees who have lost family members. Businesses must decide whether an employee with a compromised mental health status will be allowed to return to work at all; and, if so, has the business then opened itself up to potential liability if the employee acts out against other employees, customers or vendors? If businesses have an existing relationship with a mental health provider, conversations should be had with the provider to ascertain what type of assistance will be provided to employees and what type of mechanisms can be used to evaluate an employee’s mental health fitness to return to work.

CLASSIFY EMPLOYEES
To shortcut the time and energy involved in pandemic planning efforts all employees should be designated as belonging in one of four classifications based on the nature of their work with the business – from essential to non-essential. These classifications allow your business to better plan for the potential on and off-site challenges. Employee classification also helps identify those employees that are good choices for cross-training.

Once each employee has been classified, factors associated with each classification must be addressed. Factors can vary based on the type of business. It is helpful in the delineation of factors to speak to a few key employees in each classification. Employees can offer deeper insight into the factors that will affect planning than can typically be offered by supervisors.

The costs associated with each classification, be they mitigatory
Pre-event costs (i.e., home set-up of equipment and cross-training) or a result of the operating structure during an event (e.g., will there be reduced output, will there be additional costs involved in 24/7 operations, etc.) must be discussed and evaluated to determine if they are costs the business can afford. Decisions about how healthcare costs and pay will be handled must be addressed for each classification.

It is recommended that regardless of the classification existing healthcare provisions continue to be subsidized. In regard to pay, decisions need to be made at each classification level regarding how pay will be handled. The options for pay vary from enhancement pay (e.g., an additional $2 an hour for those working on-site during pandemic event operations), to actual pay, to static pay (e.g., regular salary or an average of hourly pay over the past few months to create a static pay amount), to output pay (e.g., per unit pay), to reduced (e.g., three-quarters or half the static pay amount) or no pay.

Employees should be advised either in the employee handbook or as an addendum to the employee handbook how healthcare and pay will be handled in a pandemic event. In the event of absences based on illness, pay sources such as sick-leave and vacation pay can be utilized as options for supplementing lost pay. Also, note should be taken of the opportunity for employees to take leave without pay under the Family Medical Leave Act. Other issues that arise during classification discussions that are pertinent to employees should also be in the handbook (e.g., childcare provisions, mental health care, cross-training expectations, etc.).

### Employee Classification Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Factors to Consider</th>
<th>Cost Considerations</th>
<th>Pay Issues</th>
<th>Other Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential to operations &amp; must work at physical work location.</td>
<td>$2 77.48</td>
<td>Essential to operations &amp; must work, but can work from home</td>
<td>Cost: at home set-up &amp; support; monthly testing of home setup; and potential reduced productivity</td>
<td>Pay issues: actual hours, static amount or pay enhancement.</td>
<td>Other: childcare provisions, physical health &amp; mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential to operations only mode; creation of social distancing norms within the workplace; moving to a 24/7 schedule; cross-training; implementation of rigorous stay-at-home policy; and addressing essential operations manpower depth.</td>
<td>$2 77.48</td>
<td>Factors to consider: required resources and equipment; testing of capability; back-up IT support; cross-training; employee illness; and possible change in expectations to outputs instead of hours worked.</td>
<td>Cost: reduced productivity based on workplace social distancing; and additional costs associated with 24/7 operations.</td>
<td>Pay issues: actual hours, static amount or pay enhancement.</td>
<td>Other: power shortages, equipment failure &amp; mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not essential to operations, but can work from home</td>
<td>$2 77.48</td>
<td>Factors to consider: cross-train for essential operations and test cross-train capabilities monthly</td>
<td>Cost: maintaining healthcare &amp; pay; if cross-trained – same issues as cross-trained classification.</td>
<td>Pay issues: if no utilization - static pay, reduced/no pay.</td>
<td>Other: employee morale &amp; retention, maintaining cross-train competency &amp; mental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not essential to operations; not necessary for work.</td>
<td>$2 77.48</td>
<td>Factors to consider: cross-train for essential operations and test cross-train capabilities monthly</td>
<td>Cost: maintaining healthcare &amp; pay; if cross-trained – same issues as cross-trained classification.</td>
<td>Pay issues: actual hours, static amount or pay enhancement.</td>
<td>Other: employee morale &amp; retention, maintaining cross-train competency &amp; mental health.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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CREATE A COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

Mass notification systems are an integral part of how business communicate with employees, customers, and vendors. Mass notification systems are a critical safety resource, sending first warnings and real-time updates as an adverse event progress. Even if organizations dedicate time and effort maintaining their databases, they may still be neglecting to notify a critical component of their business.

In a pandemic event this communication may be more challenging to maintain even at the most basic level. To ensure that basic communication is maintained, a communication protocol should be established. Using Titan HST as part of your plan will improve your communication needs with three main audiences: employees, customers, and vendors. The following mediums: telephone, text, email, and social media. It is easiest to create the messages by focusing on one audience at a time. The first and arguably most important audience to address is employees. With employees the following areas should be addressed: employee check-in (i.e., if the employee is ill or unable to come to work based on care-taking responsibilities) This can be done by using the safety status update with Titan HST; daily updates regarding scheduling, reporting sites, and operational procedures for those on the job; and, general information regarding the pandemic, full-capacity resumption timelines, and generic pay and healthcare matters by using the message function on Titan HST.

When dealing with customers, businesses should consider the ways in which customers access the business. For some businesses, this entails visiting a web page, for others it may be via a telephone call or visiting a physical business location. The way that the customer accesses the business should be one of the communication mechanisms used. That means communication for some businesses will include signs on business doors or fliers that accompany business deliveries (which can be tricky where the spread of disease is concerned).

The same mechanisms used for employee communication can also be used for customers (albeit with different access points than those used by employees). The challenge is in letting customers know how to access this information. Using the advertised contact number or a known web site for the business is easier than using television or radio.

The type of information that should be disseminated to customers is: the business status (open or closed) and the hours of operation (or expected reopening date); changes in the business’s operating procedures (e.g., all sales are going online and there will be no more in-store pickups, delivery will now be the only option); the measures being taken to protect employees and customers; the number or web site where more information can be found; and, the value the business places on the customer and appreciation for the customer’s patience and understanding during this trying health crisis.

The approach with vendors can be similar to the approaches above, however, you should also include pre-event conversations and agreements on protocols to be used. In addition to establishing communication protocols it is important to discuss what measures will be taken in regard to products and service delivery to lower the chance of disease spread between the businesses. In talking to vendors about communication protocols and interaction during a pandemic event, the business may discover vendors do not have pandemic plans in place. If the vendor supplies a product or service that is essential to the business, businesses should investigate alternate vendors that do have such plans.

All communication protocols should be shared with employees, customers, and vendors well in advance of an event and tested occasionally to ensure that they operate in the way the business envisions they will.
CROSS-TRAIN EMPLOYEES

The key to dealing with the absenteeism involved in a pandemic (which is estimated to be between 15-40% over a prolonged period of as long as 18 months) is building greater depth in each critical function. Under normal operating conditions, critical functions should have a depth of three (two if the function is easily replicated and detailed with specificity). In planning for a pandemic event, the goal is to double or triple your depth through cross-training. The ability to double or triple depth is tied to the number of employees, their classifications, the resources the business has available, and the technical or educational expertise required for the function. Not all functions can be easily cross-trained (e.g., electrical lineman).

In examining cross-training options it is best to both cross train within the classifications and across the classifications. When cross-training within classifications there are typically obvious areas where cross-training can be easily accomplished. Cross-training that is contained within a specific department or unit is less time and cost-intensive. Employees that work together in the same department or unit on a day-to-day basis are more likely to understand how the function fits into their overall operations, are easier to put in place for once a month on-the-job refresher training and are more likely to retain the training.

In cross-training on this level it is important to note a couple of issues. First, employees that work closely together in one department or unit may be absent at the same time at a higher rate than across the remainder of the business. Cross-training within the department is good, but this proviso underscores the rationale for cross-training outside the department.

Second, while swap training is a good approach (Mary trains for Sue’s functions and vice versa), it is problematic if the function consumes an employee full-time and if both employees in the swap perform critical functions. In swap training, try and pair employees that do not perform a critical function with those that do. Also, be cognizant of creating swap training scenarios wherein the function only accounts for a percentage of the employee’s overall job description. If the swap training pairs employees who each spend 50% of their time doing different critical functions the ability to perform two critical functions can now be built into one employee.

In preparing for a pandemic event it is important to look at cross-training across the classifications. This may mean having to move outside existing departments or operational units to create the required depth. In this situation it is important to think of activities in “skill set families”. Employees who routinely work with one type of menu-driven computer software that serves a function not designated as critical are a good match for critical functions that use menu-driven computer software. There are many “skill set families” within each business. Examples include computer skills, organizational or logistical skills, technical skills, and management skills.

Cross-trained employees must regularly practice their cross-trained skill to retain it. It is recommended that employees perform in their cross-trained capacity at least once a month. It is important that not all cross-trained employees have their skills reinforced at the same time. Cross-trained employees should have an opportunity to work with the primary employees and other cross-trained employees on these performance days. The greater the exposure cross-trained employees have to the breadth of employees they may be working with in their cross-trained capacity, the better.

Cross-training comes with additional considerations that must be addressed. Will cross-trained employees be paid at the cross-trained position wage when they are doing the position in earnest? If the function is one to be performed off-site, can the business afford to outfit cross-trained employees? What is the down time and are there any potential issues if cross-trained employees are set-up for off-site capability after the onset of a pandemic? Will productivity of cross-trained employees be lesser in the short-term? What types of errors are most likely to occur during the performance of the function and how can those being cross-trained be best prepared for those? Does this affect insurance coverage, bonding, additional training mandates, human resource requirements, etc. in relation to the cross-trained employees? Will the business incur additional potential liability with a cross-trained employee? Do cross-training expectations need to be worked into job descriptions, employee handbooks and employee evaluations?

While cross-training can seem complex given the discussion above, in practice it is the only way to guarantee that your business is able to maintain the employee depth that may be necessary. Spending time on the dialogue on the front-end can alleviate many of the challenges in effectively using cross-trained employees.

Implement Healthy Workplace Policies

One of the most effective things a business can do to combat the effects of a pandemic is to implement healthy workplace policies. These policies should address employee behaviors, workplace accommodations, stay-at-home and return-to-work policies, and repercussions for noncompliance. Businesses should recognize that strong policies and procedures in this type of event can not only safeguard employee health and minimize business operations, but also help protect the business from potential liability based on a claim of negligence.

Businesses should create an environment where healthy behaviors are fostered. Signs that illustrate proper hand washing technique should be prominently posted in every restroom. Hand sanitizer should be available in key locations throughout the business facilities and in employees work areas. Posters reinforcing proper cough and sneeze technique should be utilized and tissues should be readily available. Employees should be encouraged to throw a tissue out immediately after sneezing or coughing into it. Employees should be cautioned about touching their faces with their hands and should be encouraged to avoid physical contact with others in the workplace.

Employees should be provided antibacterial cleaning cloths and encouraged to regularly wipe down their workspace. Areas of high contact (e.g., doorknobs, handrails, elevator buttons, and entry lock keypads) should be cleaned regularly to lessen the potential of spreading infection. Employees should not share telephones or keyboards (if sharing must occur, the items should be thoroughly wiped down with an antibacterial cleaning cloth prior to use by a different employee).

For those employees that must work at the business location (as opposed to at home) the business should employ social distancing practices that maintain a distance of at least six feet between employees. Meetings should not be held in a conference room where attendees must sit in close proximity. Meetings should be held either over the phone or electronically via intranet or internet.

Alternative work schedules should be created to minimize the number of employees in the same area. Businesses that normally operate from 9-5 may need to begin around the clock operations to maintain a healthy workplace. Alternative scheduling is also helpful in the event schools are closed as it allows parents to take opposite shifts so that neither parent needs to miss work. Alternative scheduling can result in increased productivity, but employees may find the relative isolation a bit unsettling. Alternative scheduling may require additional security and support needs and will result in increased electricity usage. If a business is considering putting alternative scheduling in place, insurance provisions, city codes,
worker safety regulations, etc. should be checked to ensure that the business remains compliant with mandates.

Businesses should put in place rigorous stay-at-home and return-to-work policies. This requires specific delineation about the triggers that would cause an employee to stay at home and the conditions that must be met for return to work. Typically, business policies inadvertently encourage employees to come to work when sick by requiring doctor notes, limiting sick days available and using days absent as part of an evaluation assessment. Rigorous stay-at-home and return-to-work policies require that very specific parameters on both illness and wellness be set. This may include indicating an acceptable temperature range, an absence of repetitive coughing, no outward appearance of illness, etc.

Stay-at-home policies may also address exposure to an infected person. In exposure restrictions there may be secondary questions as to extent of exposure. Working out at the same gym as a confirmed case is not the same as providing care for a child with a confirmed case. This is a touchy area and one that is most likely to result in employees minimizing the extent of their exposure. This is also very difficult to police unless it is a known family illness that the employee took time off to provide care for. If exposure restrictions are put in place they should be emphasized as part of the business’s efforts to maintain a healthy workplace for all employees. In that framework, employees are more likely to comply and pressure their co-workers to comply.

All healthy workplace policies should have repercussions for non-compliance (up to and including termination). Employees should be informed that a disregard for these policies is a disregard for the business’s continued operation. While most employees care enough about themselves, fellow workers and the business’s viability to comply absent the threat of discipline, there seems to always be at least one employee who ignores the rules. Employees that are found to be non-compliant should be written up and the focus of the discipline should be insubordination with existing policy. The acknowledgment that the employee signed (see step 7 in this guide) will come in handy in supporting the insubordination disciplinary action should there ever be any question regarding the fairness or validity of the action. Should the business create policy and not enforce it, the business is left open to litigation from employees who relied on the reasonable enforcement of the policies to help keep them safe and became ill because the policies were not reasonably enforced.

Educate Your Employees

The final step in preparing for a pandemic is educating employees about the business’s plan, policies, procedures and expectations. Every employee should be mandated to attend an informational meeting that explains how the business will address key issues in a pandemic event. As a part of this informational meeting employees should be given a folder that includes pertinent information on policies and procedures related to operational, human resource and healthy workplace initiatives. Additionally, information on individual preparedness should be included. The information in the folder should be briefly reviewed in the meeting. Employees should be verbally informed at the meeting that any violation of the policies and procedures set forth in the folder will result in disciplinary action, up to and including, termination.

Employees should be asked to more deeply review the information in the folder at home and to sign an acknowledgement that indicates that they have reviewed and understood the material (individual items in the folder should be listed with check boxes so that the employee has to actually check off each item) and that they are aware that violation of the policies and procedures in relation to such an event will result in disciplinary action, up to and including, termination. The form should provide a space for the employee to print and sign their name and it should also be dated. The return of the form must be required of all employees and it should be returned within a week of the informational meeting. The business should indicate to employees at the time the folder is distributed where employees should direct any questions, they may have regarding the information provided. Signed acknowledgements should be placed in employees’ files.

The folder should be retained at the employees’ home and should contain at a minimum: the communication protocol for employees; healthy workplace policy and procedure information; a Frequently Asked Questions sheet on absence, health care and insurance, and compensation issues; and, a pamphlet on individual preparedness.

This informational meeting is an opportunity for the business to assure employees that steps are being taken to protect them and their jobs. If possible, the top executives of the business should at least make a brief statement at the meeting to emphasize the importance of the message and the level of value placed on informing employees of the business’s preparedness actions. Informed employees are more likely to act rationally and stick with the business in a pandemic event.
BASIC STEPS FOR CONTAMINATION PREVENTION

The WHO and the CDC have recommended basic steps to help stop the spread of the current pandemic (COVID-19). Stay aware of the latest information on the COVID-19 outbreak, available on the WHO and CDC websites and follow your local public health authority.

Most people who become infected experience mild illness and recover, but it can be more severe for others. Take care of your health and protect others by doing the following:

Wash Your Hands Frequently
Regularly and thoroughly clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand rub or wash them with soap and warm water. When washing your hands do so for at least 40 seconds (sing the ABC’s twice). WHY? Washing your hands with soap and water or using alcohol-based hand rub kills viruses that may be on your hands.

Maintain Social Distancing
Maintain at least 6 feet distance between yourself and anyone who is coughing or sneezing. WHY? When someone coughs or sneezes, they spray small liquid droplets from their nose or mouth which may contain virus. If you are too close, you can breathe in the droplets, including the COVID-19 virus if the person coughing has the disease.

Don't Touch Nose, Eyes & Mouth
Avoid touching your nose, your eyes and your mouth with unwashed hands. WHY? Hands touch many surfaces and can pick up viruses. Once contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, nose or mouth. From there, the virus can enter your body and can make you sick.

Practice Respiratory Hygiene
Make sure you, and the people around you, follow good respiratory hygiene. This means covering your mouth and nose with your bent elbow or tissue when you cough or sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue immediately. WHY? Droplets spread virus. By following good respiratory hygiene, you protect the people around you from viruses such as cold, flu and COVID-19.

If You Have a Fever and Difficulty Breathing, Seek Medical Help Early
Stay home if you feel unwell. If you have a fever, cough and difficulty breathing, seek medical attention and call in advance. Follow the directions of your local health authority. WHY? National and local authorities will have the most up to date information on the situation in your area. Calling in advance will allow your health care provider to quickly direct you to the right health facility. This will also protect you and help prevent spread of viruses and other infections.

Stay Informed and Follow Medical Advice Given by Your Healthcare Provider
Stay informed on the latest developments about COVID-19. Follow advice given by your healthcare provider, your national and local public health authority or your employer on how to protect yourself and others from COVID-19. WHY? National and local authorities will have the most up to date information on whether COVID-19 is spreading in your area. They are best placed to advise on what people in your area should be doing to protect themselves.
**RESOURCE CENTER**

The goal of the resource center is to supply a few basic templates as well as web site suggestions for additional resources to both enhance your pandemic planning and preparedness efforts and to facilitate your continued continuity planning. Resources for employee preparedness are also included to enable businesses to help inform their employees’ preparedness efforts.

The below resources are just a small sampling of the many resources available online. Businesses are also encouraged to contact sector-specific (e.g., health, transportation, finance, energy, etc.) national level representative organizations for additional sector-focused planning assistance. Those sectors that are deemed critical infrastructure sectors by the Department of Homeland Security should take the time to review those materials and resources specifically.

**PANDEMIC PLANNING RESOURCES**

- **CDC**
  - [https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/index.htm](https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/index.htm)

- **FEMA**
  - [https://www.ready.gov/pandemic](https://www.ready.gov/pandemic)
  - [https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/93250](https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/93250)

- **WHO**
  - [https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/pandemic/en/](https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/pandemic/en/)

**ADDITIONAL SOURCES**

- **FEMA**
  - [https://www.ready.gov/pandemic](https://www.ready.gov/pandemic)
  - [https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/93250](https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/93250)

- **WHO**
  - [https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/pandemic/en/](https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/pandemic/en/)

- **OSHA**

- **SMALL BUSINESS**
1. PLAN FOR THE IMPACT OF A PANDEMIC ON YOUR BUSINESS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPLETE</th>
<th>IN PROGRESS</th>
<th>NOT STARTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify a pandemic coordinator and/or team with defined roles and responsibilities for preparedness and response planning. The planning process should include input from a wide range of stakeholders e.g. health and safety representatives and union officials.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify the critical activities undertaken by your business which would have to continue during a pandemic, as well as the employees and other inputs that support those activities (e.g. raw materials, suppliers, sub-contractor services/products, logistics, process controls, security). Consider how internal resources could be re-allocated to ensure those activities are maintained.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discuss with your suppliers/sub-contractors whether they have robust Business Continuity plans in place – your organization is only as good as those on whom it depends.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consider preparing an additional pool of workers to undertake key tasks and provide training where appropriate (e.g. contractors, cross train employees, retirees).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determine the potential impact of a pandemic on your business-related travel (e.g. should international travel be curtailed in certain countries due to quarantines and/or border closures). Note that current planning assumes that domestic travel will not be restricted, although the Government may advise against non-essential travel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Find up-to-date, reliable pandemic information on the Department of Health Website <a href="https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/index.htm">https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/index.htm</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establish an emergency communications plan and revise periodically. This plan should identify key contacts (with back-ups), chain of communications (including suppliers, customers and employees), and processes for tracking and communicating business and employee status.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implement an exercise to test your plan and revise periodically taking into account updated advice and guidance from Government.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
2. PLAN FOR THE IMPACT OF A PANDEMIC ON YOUR EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPLETE</th>
<th>IN PROGRESS</th>
<th>NOT STARTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Guided by advice issued by Government, forecast and plan for employee absences during a pandemic. This could be the result of a number of factors including personal illness, family member illness, bereavement, possible disruption to other sectors for example closures of nurseries and schools or reduced public transport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>As a general approach to reducing the spread of the infection across the country, assess your business needs for continued face to face contact with your customers/suppliers and consider plans to modify the frequency and/or type of face-to-face contact (e.g. video or tele-conferencing instead of traveling to meetings) among employees and between employees and customers. Whilst there is no intention to restrict domestic travel, the Government is likely to advise against non-essential travel, and this should be taken into account in planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plan for a likely increase in demand for workers comp/disability, if they are available, during a pandemic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identify employees and key customers with special requirements and incorporate the requirements of such persons into your preparedness plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consider your customers' needs during a pandemic and whether to review your business model and arrangements to continue to meet those needs. (e.g. enhance email mail ordering and internet shopping capacities)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Establish Policies to Be Implemented During a Pandemic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPLETE</th>
<th>IN PROGRESS</th>
<th>NOT STARTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guided by advice issued by Government, establish policies for sick-leave absences unique to a pandemic, including policies on when a previously ill person is no longer infectious and can return to work after illness (i.e. when they are no longer showing symptoms and feel better) and agreeing them with unions and other professional representative bodies.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Establish policies for flexible worksite (e.g. working from home) and flexible work hours (e.g. staggered shifts).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guided by advice from Government, establish policies for reducing spread of “influenza” at the worksite (e.g. promoting respiratory hygiene/cough etiquette, and asking those with “influenza” symptoms to stay at home).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guided by advice from Government, establish the current policies for employees who are suspected to be ill, or become ill at the worksite (e.g. infection control response, sick leave policies).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Set up authorities, triggers, and procedures for activating and terminating the company’s response plan, altering business operations (e.g. reducing operations as necessary in affected areas), and transferring business knowledge to key employees. This should include nominating deputies for key employees in advance, in case of absence.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guided by advice from the CDC/WHO establish policies on travel to affected geographic areas overseas and develop policies on managing employees working in or near an affected area when an outbreak begins (and later on in the pandemic). We are not recommending that staff should be asked to stay at home for 2 weeks after return from affected areas.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. ALLOCATE RESOURCES TO PROTECT EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS DURING A PANDEMIC:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPLETE</th>
<th>IN PROGRESS</th>
<th>NOT STARTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provide sufficient and accessible means for reducing spread of infection (e.g. provision of hand washing facilities or hand-hygiene products).

Consider additional measures to reduce the risk of infection, such as more frequent cleaning on premises, and ensure the resources to achieve these will be available.

Consider whether enhanced communications and information technology infrastructures are needed to support employees working from home, tele-conferencing instead of face to face meetings and remote customer access.

Consider preparing an additional pool of workers to undertake key tasks and provide training where appropriate (e.g. contractors, cross train employees, retirees).

Consider policy on access to medical treatment for staff working overseas, and whether any specific arrangements need to be put in place, and more generally develop policies, based on duty of care, on managing your overseas staff taking into account possible reduced access to consular services.
5. COMMUNICATE TO AND EDUCATE YOUR EMPLOYEES:

**COMPLETE** | **IN PROGRESS** | **NOT STARTED**
---|---|---

|  |  | Disseminate easily accessible information about pandemic flu to your workforce which is appropriate to the stage of alert (e.g. signs and symptoms of influenza, modes of transmission when this information is available), personal and family protection and response strategies (e.g. hand hygiene, coughing/sneezing etiquette, contingency plans). This should be based on the information already available on the CDC website. |
|  |  | Ensure that communications are culturally and linguistically appropriate. |
|  |  | Disseminate information to employees about your pandemic preparedness and response plan for your business, including their role in this plan. |
|  |  | Develop platforms (e.g. hotlines, dedicated websites) for communicating pandemic status and actions to employees, vendors, suppliers, and customers. |
|  |  | Ensure that local health, CDC and WHO websites are the sources for timely and accurate pandemic information (domestic and international). |

6. COORDINATE WITH EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS AND HELP YOUR COMMUNITY:

**COMPLETE** | **IN PROGRESS** | **NOT STARTED**
---|---|---

|  |  | Find out about pandemic planning in your region and locality, for example through state, county and local emergency management and health care agencies. |
|  |  | Share best practice with other businesses in your community, as well as through industry associations. |